H 3
M (X, Q(2)) and (in)decomposable parts Let X be a smooth variety over a field K. Let D ⊂ X be an irreducible divisor, and D → D the normalization. Let j : D → D ֒→ X be the composition. Then we define Div D (f ) := j * Div D (f ) ∈ Z 2 (X) the push-forward of the Weil divisor on D by j. Let
be a homomorphism where we write
be the tame symbol. Then it is well-known that there is the canonical isomorphism
In this paper we always identify the motivic cohomology group H 3 M (X, Q(2)) with the group in the right hand side of (2.1).
Let L/K be a finite extension. Write X L := X × K L. Then there is the obvious map
Beilinson regulator on indecomposable parts
For a smooth projective variety X over C, we denote by H
• B (X, Q) = H
• B (X(C), Q) (resp. H • (X, Q)) the Betti cohomology (resp. Betti homology). H The top arrow is simply written by "log", namely the composition
is given by λ ⊗ Z → log(λ) ⊗ Z. The bottom arrow reg plays an important role. Let us describe it in terms of extension of mixed Hodge structures. Let n = dim X.
such that ∂ 1 (ξ) = 0. Let reg ′ be the composition 
Consider a commutative diagram
/ / H 2n−4 (Z, Z(2 − n)) with exact rows. Let
Since ∂ 1 (ξ) = 0, one has j * δ 1 a(ν) = 0. Therefore ν defines ν ξ ∈ H 2n−3 (D, Z(2 − n)) such that b(ν ξ ) = j * a(ν). we have an exact sequence 0 → H 2n−2 (X, Q(2 − n))/H 2n−2 (D, Q(2 − n)) → H 2n−2 (X, D; Q(2 − n)) ∂ → Ker(δ) → 0 (2.5) of mixed Hodge structures. Since the weight of H 2n−3 (X, Q(2−n)) is −1, the Hodge (0, 0)-part of H 2n−3 (D, Q(2 − n)) is contained in the kernel of δ. In particular we have an exact sequence 0 −→ H 2n−2 (X, Q(2 − n))/H 2n−2 (D, Q(2 − n)) → H ξ (X, D) −→ Q −→ 0 (2.6) by taking the pull-back of (2.5) via Q → Ker(δ), 1 → ν ξ . Then the following is well-known to specialists, proven by using the Riemann-Roch theorem without denominators ( [G] , see also [AS] Thm. 11.2).
Theorem 2.1 reg ′ (ξ) corresponds to (2.6) up to sign. In other words, letting ρ : Q −→ Ext 1 MHS (Q, H 2n−2 (X, Q(2 − n))/H 2n−2 (D, Q(2 − n)))
be the connecting homomorphism arising from (2.6), one has reg ′ (ξ) = ±ρ(1).
For the later use, we write down ρ(1) explicitly. Write M := H 2n−2 (X, Q(2−n))/H 2n−2 (D, Q(2−n)), H where
Taking the dual of the map Q → H 2n−3 (D, Q(2 − n)), 1 → ν ξ , one has H 
under the isomorphism (2.7).
The real regulator map is the composition of reg Q and the canonical map
to the extension group of real mixed Hodge structures, which we denote by reg R :
This also induces
(2.10) on the indecomposable part.
Q-structure on determinant of H
Suppose that X is a projective smooth variety over Q. Write X C := X × Q C. The infinite Frobenius map F ∞ is defined to be the anti-holomorphic map on X(C) = Mor Q (SpecC, X) induced from the complex conjugation on SpecC. For a subring A ⊂ R, the infinite Frobenius map acts on the Deligne-Beilinson complex A X (j) D in a canonical way, so that we have the involution on H • D (X C , A(j)), which we denote by the same notation F ∞ . We define
the fixed part by F ∞ . We call it the real Deligne-Beilinson cohomology. Since the action of F ∞ is compatible via the Beilinson regulator map, we have 12) and
. (2.14)
There are the canonical Q-structures e Q and e ind,Q on the determinant vector spaces det H D and det H D,ind :
Here we recall the definition. The isomorphisms (2.12) and (2.14) induce
The right hand sides of (2.15) and (2.16) have the Q-structures induced from the Q-structures
The Q-structures e Q and e ind,Q are defined to be the corresponding one: 
under the canonical isomorphisms
and e false ind,Q :
where we mean
Proof. By the Poincare duality,
by (2.17) and (2.22), and
by (2.18) and (2.23). This completes the proof.
Remark 2.3 The Poincare duality implies
and
3 Elliptic surface and good algebraic 2-forms
Notations
Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Let f : X → C be an elliptic surface with a section e : C → X. This means that X (resp. C) is a projective smooth surface (resp. curve) over K, and the generic fiber of f is an elliptic curve. Hereafter we assume that the j-invariant of f is not constant, namely, f is not isotrivial.
Throughout §3 and §4 we use the following notations.
• D ⊂ X is the sum of the multiplicative fibers. Put
• E ⊂ X is the sum of the additive fibers. Put T a = f (E) ⊂ C.
• S = C − (T m + T a ) and U = f −1 (S) = X − (E + D).
• S = C − T a and U = f −1 (S) = X − E.
• Let F ⊂ S be the support of the cokernel of the O S -linear map
induced from the Gauss-Manin connection. (By Cor. 6.2, this is a set of finite closed points.) Hence ∇ is an isomorphism outside F .
• Put
•
denotes the subgroup of the NeronSeveri group generated by e(C) and irreducible components of
This is proven on a case-by-case analysis by using the classification of degenerations (see [Si] IV, Thm.8.2 for the classification). 
Proposition 3.4 Let Q ⊂ C be a non-empty open set, and V := f −1 (Q). We put
When V = X, we also write
dR (X) with respect to the cup-product pairing). Then the following hold.
Then there is an exact sequence
Therefore we may assume K = K throughout the proof pf Prop. 3.4.
We consider a spectral sequence
Since Q is affine by the assumption,
∞ is generated by the image of the cycle classes of e(C) and irreducible components of each fiber f −1 (s) as K-module (note we assumed K = K throughout the proof).
is generated by the cycle class [e(C)] as K-module. Indeed, since ∇ (3.1) is an isomorphism on V o , one has 
Since the characteristic of K is zero, the kernel of it is one-dimensional over K. This means Ker d is generated by the cycle class [e(C)]. Thus x ′ := x − c[e(C)] for some c ∈ K is contained in Ker(j * ) = Im δ. However, as is well-known, the image of δ is generated by the cycle classes of the irreducible components of V − V o . This shows that x is a linear combination of the cycle classes of e(C) and D. Since Ker(d) is generated by the cycle classes of e(C) and D as K-module, so is E Let e(C), f −1 (s) s∈Q ⊂ H 2 dR (V ) denotes the K-module generated by the cycle classes of e(C) and irreducible components of f −1 (s). Consider the composition of maps
This is given by intersection pairing. Then it is not hard to show that (3.2) is injective. Moreover since the composition
is obviously zero, the second arrow in (3.2) factors through E 
3) with an exact row. This shows (1).
Next we show (2). We first prove it in case V 1 = X and Q 2 ⊂ S. Consider a commutative diagram
where E s ⊂ V 2 is a fixed smooth fiber and a 3 is a projection. As we have seen in the proof of (1), the composition cb is injective. Moreover Im(c) ∼ = E 11 2 is generated by the image of the cycle classes of e(C) and irreducible components of f −1 (s) with s ∈ Q 1 (Lem. 3.5).
is of codimension 1 because the cycle class [e(C)] goes to non-zero via a 3 . Hence we have Im(c) ∩ Ker(a 3 ) = Im(cb). Now (2) follows from the snake lemma. In case V 1 = X and
yields the assertion. There remains the case V 1 = X. However it is easy to see that there is an exact sequence
is a smooth fiber. Then the rest of the argument is similar to the above.
Finally we show (3). Consider a commutative diagram
with exact rows. Since X − U = E are additive fibers, a is surjective. Therefore it is enough to show that Ker(a) → Ker(b) is bijective. Ker(a) is the sub K-module generated by the irreducible components of E. This implies NF dR (X) ⊥ ∩ Ker(a) = 0 and hence Ker(a) → Ker(b) is injective. On the other hand, since Ker(b) is generated by the irreducible components of E, Ker(a) → Ker(b) is surjective. This completes the proof of (3).
Hodge filtration
By taking the embedded resolution of singularities if necessary, we can assume that E red is a NCD. We then consider the de Rham cohomology groups
with the Hodge filtration
This is a locally free sheaf of rank one. Put
Then the Gauss-Manin connection
is defined to be the connecting homomorphism arising from an exact sequence
(see Appendix for a remark on sign.) Write
Theorem 3.6 (cf. [SZ] §5) Let us put H
is a smooth fiber contained in U. Then there is the natural isomorphism
Moreover under the above isomorphism, the Hodge filtration corresponds in the following way.
Proof. The exact sequence (3.5) gives rise to a spectral sequence
where ω
. Now (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) easily follow from this. A basis of the locally free sheaf H e is given in the following way. Let s ∈ C(K). We choose a minimal Weierstrass equation
of X around a (sufficiently small) neighborhood of a fiber f −1 (s). Let ω and ω * be the following elements of O C,s ⊗ H e (see (6.1) and (6.2) in Appendix for the notation):
• If f −1 (s) is additive, then {tω, ω * } is a basis where t ∈ O C,s is a uniformizer.
The following theorem is useful.
Theorem 3.7 (Canonical bundle formula) Let
II* III* IV* and put
Then there is an invertible sheaf L on C of degree ǫ such that
Mo rover let a be the number of additive fibers in the fibration f :
(3.12)
Relative cohomology and Extra terms
For a smooth manifold M, we denote by A q (M) the space of smooth differential q-forms on M with coefficients in C.
Suppose K = C. Let D 0 be a union of some multiplicative fibers. Let ρ : D 0 → D 0 be the normalization and Σ ⊂ D 0 the set of singular points. Let s : Σ := ρ −1 (Σ) ֒→ D 0 . There is the exact sequence
where C Σ = Maps( Σ, C) = Hom(Z Σ, C) etc. and ρ * and s * are the pull-back. We define A
• (D 0 ) to be the mapping fiber of s
where the first term is placed in degree 0. Then
is the de Rham cohomology of D 0 , which fits into the exact sequence
There is the natural pairing
where z = (c, η) ∈ C Σ /C Σ ⊕A 1 ( D 0 ) with dη = 0 and ∂ denotes the boundary of homology cycles.
is the de Rham cohomology which fits into the exact sequence
In particular, an element of
with j * ω = dη and dω = 0 which are subject to relations (s * f, df, 0) = 0 and
is given by
There are canonical maps
• denotes the Hodge filtration. We define a map ex D 0 by a commutative diagram
with exact rows. Here i :
is the map appearing in (3.14) and i 0 denotes the induced map on the graded piece. We call
The uniqueness follows from the injectivity of the map
The map "ex D 0 " can be defined in an algebraic way. Let us denote by (Č
at the middle term where
are isomorphic to the cohomology of the following complexeš
at the middle terms respectively, 
Good algebraic 2-forms
We introduce two subspaces
, which we call the spaces of good algebraic 2-forms. Define
. We define Λ 1 (U) in the following way. Let us consider a diagram
It follows from the definition of S o and Cor. 6.2 that the bottom arrow ∇ is isomorphism. This yields an isomorphism
Define Λ 1 (U) to be the image of the composition of the above maps:
Proposition 3.9
Proof. There is nothing to show other than the injectivity of
However this follows from the fact that
Lemma 3.10 Along D, good algebraic 2-forms have at most log poles. Namely
Proof. We may replace K with K. Let us consider a diagram
Around a multiplicative fiber D 0 = f −1 (s 0 ), X can be written by a Weierstrass form y 2 = 4x 3 − g 2 x − g 3 with ord s 0 (g 3 2 − 27g 2 3 ) > 0 and ord s 0 (g 2 ) = ord s 0 (g 3 ) = 0 where ord s 0 denotes the valuation order on O C,s 0 (cf. Tate's algorithm). Thus Cor. 6.2 implies that the bottom arrow ∇ in (3.26) is an isomorphism. Then we have
and this shows (3.25).
By Lem.3.10, one can have the residue map
Proof. There is the weight filtration
Proposition 3.12
Proof. Prop. 3.4 (2) and the definition of Λ 1 (U ) give rise to a commutative diagram
with exact rows. Now the assertion follows from Prop. 3.9.
The following proposition is the motivation by which we introduced the good algebraic 2-forms.
Proposition 3.13 Let ω ∈ Λ 1 (U ) be a good 2-form. Suppose that Remark 3.14 Prop. 3.13 seems true for a fiber of type I n for arbitrary n ≥ 1.
Proof. We may replace K with K. Put E * = E +f −1 (F ). We use the description of H
• dR (X) etc. by the Cech complexes. Let
be a corresponding Cech cocycle to ω, and this defines
in a natural way. The proof of Lem. 3.10 shows that there is
where
On the other hand, there is a Cech cocycle w = (0)×( * )×( * )
and this belongs toČ
Lemma 3.15 Fix an arbitrary multiplicative fiber
, and choose a (sufficiently small) neighborhood V of D 0 . Then there is a constant c such that
Proof. There is the exact sequence
] is one-dimensional, and hence Res(ν i )− Res( ν i ) is a constant c. This implies that
We turn to the proof of Prop. 3.13. By Lem. 3.15 and (3.29) and (3.30), one has 
Explicit computations of regulator on K 1 of elliptic surfaces
We keep the notations in §3.1. The base field K is C and we assume D = ∅ throughout this section.
1-Extension of MHS's arising from a multiplicative fiber
For each γ ∈ H 1 (D, Q), there is a corresponding element ξ γ ∈ H 3 M (X, Q(2)) which is unique up to the decomposable part. It is given in the following way. Let
−1 (P k ) be a multiplicative fiber over a point P k ∈ C and Q i the intersection points. There (2)).
This depends on the choice of f i 's, though the ambiguity is killed by the decomposable part.
Let us recall the regulator reg(ξ γ ) from §2.2. Let
Then there are the natural isomorphisms
The exact sequence
of mixed Hodge structures gives rise to a map
where NF(X) ⊥ ⊂ H 2 (X, Q) is a Hodge structure of weight 2. Then we have from Thm.2.1
In this section, we shall use a slight modification of (4.2).
Proof. The assertion is equivalent to saying that
is surjective. Since the functional j-invariant of U/S is not constant (by the assumption), one has
and hence H 1 (U, Q) = H 1 (S, Q). This and a commutative diagram
Therefore, to show the surjectivity of
where (4.6) follows from Prop.3.4 (3) and (4.1), and (4.7) follows from the surjectivity of
X) and (4.8) follows from Prop.3.12. The map Φ in (4.8) is given by
Next consider a commutative diagram
where the surjectivity of the right arrows follows from Lem. 4.1. The middle row gives the regulator class (4.3). Let us describe it explicitly under the identification (4.8). There is an isomorphism 
under the identification (4.8).
E(U o , D; Z) and E(U o , Z)
Take a path γ :
Then it extends to a flat section ε t ∈ H 1 (f −1 (γ t ), Z) over t ∈ [0, 1] in a unique way. We denote by Γ(ε, γ) the fibration over the path γ whose fiber is ε t .
the subgroup generated by Γ(ε, γ)'s where γ and ε run over as above such that
Proposition 4.2 We have
Hence we have
Proof of Prop.4.2 . Let L be the local system on S o (C) whose fiber is
coincides with Γ(ε, γ), and this is an element of E (U o , D; Q) . There remains to show the surjectivity of E(U o , D; Q) → H 1 (D, Q) (this gives an alternative proof of Lem.4.1). To do this, it is enough to show that for each p ∈ T m , there is a path ν such that ν 0 = p and ν 1 ∈ T m , and there is a cycle α t ∈ H 1 (f −1 (ν t ), Q) such that α 0 = 0 and α 1 = 0. Since
, Q) such that α ′ goes to a nonzero cycle as q → p, and
, we obtain Γ(α, ν) as desired. This completes the proof of Prop.4.2.
A formula of Beilinson regulator on H
We summarize all of the results in §4.1 and §4.2 together with Thm.2.1 in the following theorem. 
Then we have
(see Prop. 3.8 and (3.19) 
The point is that "ω ∈ Λ 1 (U)" is an algebraic 2-form. This makes it easier to compute the regulator. To carry out the computation practically, we need the following data. One can obtain (a) by a direct computation of H 1 dR (C, H e ) and by explicit formula of GaussManin connection (Appendix). See §5.2 for an example of the computation. A basis (b) can be constructed from H 2 (U o , D; Q) ∼ = E(U o , D; Q). It is not hard to obtain a basis of E(U o , D; Q)/E(U o , Q). To obtain a basis of H 2 (X, Q)/NF B (X) we assume that the precision of the values of integrations can be raised as many as one likes. Then, by using the basis of Λ 1 (U ) together with the fact that there is an embedding
, one can prove the linear independence of given cycles in E(U o , Q) if they were linear independent. Hence one can eventually obtain a basis of ImE(U o , Q).
We shall apply the above method to an example in the next section.
Example : 3y
Let l ≥ 1 be an integer. We consider a minimal elliptic surface
There is the section e :
The purpose of this section is to compute the real regulator
where H 2 (X) ind := H 2 (X C , Q(1))/NS(X C ), especially for an element
arising from a split multiplicative fiber D 1 of type I 1 . We note that if (l, 6) = 1 then ξ D 1 is an "integral" element, in the sense that it comes from the motivic cohomology of a proper flat regular model of X over Z (see [Sch] 1.1.6 for "unconditional" definition of integral elements).
Basic data of X
The following is easy to show (the proof is left to the reader).
• The Hodge numbers are as follows:
• There are (l + 1)-multiplicative fibers:
where ζ l = exp(2πi/l) and 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Moreover D 1 = f −1 (1) is the unique split multiplicative fiber.
• If 3|l, then there is no additive fiber. If (3, l) = 1 then E = f −1 (∞) is the unique additive fiber (type IV* if l ≡ 1 mod 3, and type IV if l ≡ 2 mod 3). In particular, E = ∅ if and only if (l, 3) = 1.
• NF(X C ) ⊗ Q = NS(X C ) ⊗ Q if and only if l is odd ( [St] Example 4).
• There is an automorphism σ : X → X given by σ(x, y, t) = (x, y, ζ l t).
Hereafter we assume (l, 6) = 1. Then
Good algebraic 2-forms
Suppose (l, 6) = 0. We use the same notations in §3.1,
. This is isomorphic to NF dR (X) ⊥ by Prop. 3.4 (3).
As is easily seen, one has
is the image of the composition
where A 1 = P 1 − {∞}. Using the basis ω and ω * in Appendix (6.1), (6.2), one easily sees that
is generated by the following elements.
By using Thm. 6.1 (6.3) and (6.4), we can compute their image into
Example 5.1 One can show that
by using Prop. 6.6, (6.13) , where ǫ ∈ H 1 (D 1 , Z) ∼ = Z is the generator. In particular ex D 1 (t i−1+l dtdx y ) = 0.
Cycles ∆ and Γ
Let δ 0 (resp. δ 1 ) be the homology cycle in H 1 (f −1 (t), Z) which vanishes as t → 0 (resp. t → 1). Define ∆ and Γ to be fibrations over the segment [0, 1] ⊂ P 1 (C) whose fibers are the vanishing cycles δ 1 and δ 0 respectively.
The boundary ∂∆ (resp. ∂Γ) is a generator of the homology group
Figure of ∆
Figure of Γ
Let r 1 (t) < r 2 (t) < r 3 (t) be the real roots of x 3 + (3x + 4t l ) 2 for 0 < t < 1. Then one has
Let σ : X C → X C be an automorphism given by σ(x, y, t) = (x, y, ζ l t). Since
This and an elementary calculation show that
Let F ∞ denotes the infinite Frobenius morphism. Then
By Thm.4.4 and the above computations we have the following.
be h × (l − 1)/2-matrix (the entries are real numbers by (5.7)). Then
and we have
under the above isomorphism.
Corollary 5.3 Suppose (l, 6) = 1. Then
In particular ξ D 1 is regulator indecomposable.
Proof. Put h := l − ⌊ l−1 3 ⌋ − 1 and ζ := exp(2πi/l). Put
if and only if the rank of a matrix 
is maximal. Thus it is enough to show that
is nonzero where k = (l + 1)/2. Since the sum of the (k − 1)-th row and k-th row is
Since J p /I p ∈ iR >0 by (5.7) and (5.8), this is non-zero.
Another description of ∆ and Γ
When l = 1, f : X → P 1 is the universal elliptic curve over X 1 (3). Using this, one can obtain another description of the real regulator.
Let q = exp(2πiz) and
be the Eisenstein series of weight 3 for Γ 1 (3), where (
) denotes the Legendre symbol. Then
where "du/u" denotes the canonical invariant 1-form of the Tate curve around the cusp z = i∞ (t = 1). Therefore we have
On the other hand there are formulas
on the Eisenstein series. Applying (5.13) to (5.11) and (5.12), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 Put c := exp(−2π/ √ 3) = 0.026579933 · · · . Define rational numbers a n (j) and b n (j) by
Then we have 
Since this is 1-dimensional, this has the canonical base e ind,Q (up to Q × ) and a different base e 
Since s = (l − 1)/2 = 2 and det 
Since s = (l − 1)/2 = 3 and det 
Explicit formulas
Let S be an irreducible affine smooth scheme over R of relative dimension one. Let
× . Let f : U → S be a projective smooth family of elliptic curves whose affine form is given by a Weierstrass equation y 2 = 4x 3 − g 2 x − g 3 . More precisely letting
U is obtained by gluing U 0 and U ∞ via identification u = x/y, z = 1/y. Let e : S −→ U be a section given by (u, z) = (0, 0). To describe the de Rham cohomology
for a (Zariski) sheaf F . Then the double complex
gives rise to the total complex
of R-modules starting from degree 0, and the cohomology of it is the de Rham cohomology
Elements of H 1 dR (U/S) are represented by cocycles
The purpose of Appendix is to write down the Gauss-Manin connection
(we use the same symbol "Ω 1 S " for Γ (S, Ω 1 S ) since it will be clear from the context which is meant). This is defined in the following way (cf. [H] Ch.III, §4). By applying Rf * on an exact sequence
, one gets the Gauss-Manin connection ∇. Here we should be careful about "sign" because the differential of the complex Ω
where the first term is placed in degree 1. So we need to choose an isomorphism between R q f * Ω
• U/S and R q+1 f * Ω
•−1 U/S because the natural one is unique up to sign. Here we choose it
Then ∇ satisfies the usual Leibniz rule 
Since the natural map Ker ∇| S o → H 0,1 | S o is bijective, we have an exact sequence
(6.8) The map PF in (6.8) is called the Picard-Fuchs operator.
Then the Picard-Fuchs operator is described as follows.
Proof. Let
This belongs to the kernel of ∇ by (6.3) and (6.4). Then
and apply (6.3) and (6.4) again to the RHS.
Proof of Theorem 6.1
Lemma 6.4
Proof. Straightforward from the definition.
Lemma 6.5 Let η U be the generic point of U. We think of dx and dt as elements in
Proof.
Hence (6.9) follows. Next we show (6.10). Since f (x) = 4x 3 − g 2 x − g 3 is prime to f ′ (x) = 12x 2 − g 2 , there are a(x) and b(x) such that a(x)f (x) + b(x)f ′ (x) = 1.
Explicitly, they are given as follows.
a(x) = 9(3g 3 − 2g 2 x) ∆ , b(x) = 6g 2 x 2 − 9g 3 x − g and hence we have
Let us prove (6.3). Let
be a lifting of ω where dx y is as in (6.10). Leť
be the double complex anď
D : (α, β) −→ (−dα + δ(β), dβ) the associated total complex. It gives the de Rham cohomology H
• dR (U) together with a natural map
This means
By Lemma 6.4 we get
2 + 3g 3 x 2y and the RHS is equal to
This completes the proof of (6.3).
Next we show (6.4). The proof goes in the same way as above. Let
be a lifting of ω * . Then
where By Lemma 6.4 again, we get
This completes the proof of (6.4). QED.
The above computation shows the following. where
′ 2 g 3 )(g 2 x + 3g 3 ) 8∆y ,
(6.13) Here A, B are as in Cor. 6.3 and we denote
